
LUVVER 
RIDER + STAGE PLAN 

This rider includes the requirements of 
the band LUVVER concerning the sound, 
technical equipment, stage parameters, 
place of the show and service for 
performers.  

If the Purchaser is not capable of fulfilling 
any of the following requirements, they 
should immediately contact the band's 
management and arrange an alternate 
solution.  

Not fulfilling any of the band's 
requirements or not willing to come up 
with an alternate solution will be taken as 
breach of the contract, and can lead to 
the band not playing the show, with 
entitlement to full fee. 

BAND MEMBERS 
Tomáš Lőbb – main vocals, guitar 

Michal Eichler – vocals, guitar, bass 
Martin Zaujec – vocals, drums, 

electronics 

LUVVER travel party usually consists of 
6-8 people, depending on the type of 

event. Please check with management! 

MANAGEMENT / MAIN CONTACT 
Martin Zaujec 

martin@luvver.us  
00421 907 236 230 

 
AUDIO ENGINEER 

Peter Gese  
dimenzia@gmail.com 

00421 904 999 969 

MAIN TECHNICIAN, DRIVER 
Jozef Lőbb 

jozolobb@gmail.com 
00421 902 797 948 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS: 
LUVVER carries their own backline, 
microphones, microphone stands and 
a mixing console for in-ear monitoring. 
All of the gear (microphones, in-ear 
mixing console, splitters, FOH stagebox) 
will be connected only with LUVVER 
cables and by the band’s technician(s). 

Before setting up the set/gear, the band 
requires a clean stage without any cables, 

monitors, microphone stands, cases, 
previous band's instruments (on festivals) 
and other items not related to the bands 
performance. The band requires a safe 
230V electrical network on stage (see 
stageplan). FOH stagebox will be in the 
back of the stage, in the right or the left 
corner. 

FOH MIXING CONSOLE: 
The FOH mixing console will be in a 
distance (from the center of the stage) 
that is adequate to the size of the room 
and the PA's performance. It must never 
be under a balcony, or near solid 
obstacles/surfaces. 

PREFERRED DIGITAL CONSOLES: 
Midas, Digico, Soundcraft VI, Digidesign 
Venue, Yamaha CL/QL series 
In case of analog consoles, we prefer: 
Midas H3000, Soundcraft MH, Amek 
Recall.  
Required inserts/FX’s in case of an 
analog console: Stereo 31 band EQ, 10ch 
compressor/limiter, 4ch Gate, Yamaha 
SPX2000, SPX990 multi-effect, Lexicon 
PCM90, PCM70 multi-effect 
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PA SYSTEM: 
Must be a 4-way stereo speaker system, 
meaning a professional sound system of 
the highest quality. It must be able to fill 
the whole venue with undistorted sound, 
with the sound level at FOH reaching at 
least 115 dB SPL. 
Preferred systems: 
L’acoustic, Nexo, EAW, Meyer Sound. 

- the band’s technicians will have 
unlimited access to and control of 
the settings and connections of 
the PA, FOH, monitoring console, 
and the stage throughout the 
whole duration of the 
performance. 

- nobody can adjust or change the 
sound settings without 
acknowledging the band’s 
technician(s) or management 
throughout the whole duration of 
the performance. 

- the whole duration of the 
performance begins on the 
band’s/technicians’ arrival and 
ends with the packing of the 
band’s gear. 

LIGHTS: 
The Purchaser will give all available 
information on the club’s/stage’s lighting 
(light plot, number of fixtures, types etc.) 

at least one week before the show. In 
case of smaller venues, LUVVER will bring 
own lighting setup with a pre-
programmed show. 

TRANSPORT: 
The band and crew will arrive on a white 
Citroen Jumper (NR-250GT). The 
Purchaser will inform the band’s 
management/crew about the exact time 
and place of the band’s arrival. They will 
also provide a safe parking spot near the 
unloading gate. 

DRESSING ROOM AND CATERING: 
The Purchaser will provide (according to 
the venue’s capabilities) one clean, 
lockable dressing room, preferably with a 
private toilet. Access to the dressing 
room will only be available to the band 
and the crew. 

CATERING REQUIREMENTS: 
- full meal for the whole crew (6-8 

people) (3 of them !VEGAN!) 
- bottles of still water for the whole 

crew (0,7l) – dressing room 
- 3 bottles of still water (0,5l) – ON 

STAGE 
- a bottle of Coke (2l) 

- 1 bottle of Jack Daniel’s or 
Jameson + glasses - dressing 
room 

- 3 cans of Red Bull 
- 4 bottles/cans of non alcoholic 

beer 
- 2 bottles of wine (white+pink) 

ACCOMMODATION: 
LUVVER requires accommodation usually 
when the show takes place over 250km 
from their hometown (Nitra, SK) and 
when the show takes place in the evening 
hours (after 18:00). The band and crew 
require 3 rooms, each with two single 
beds and a private toilet + shower. The 
time of departure on the next day must 
be on or after 11:00. The accommodation 
must also provide a safe parking spot for 
the band’s van. 

PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The staff at the venue/stage must have 
all the information on the electricity, the 
PA + it’s settings and connections, 
lighting system and video projection 
possibilities. The staff must be sober, 
alert and cooperative throughout the 
whole LUVVER performance. 




